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The establishment of polarity in cells and tissues is one of the first steps in multicellular development. The ‘eternal embryo’ hydra can
completely regenerate from a disorganised cell cluster or a small fragment of tissue of about 10,000 cells. During regeneration, the
cells first form a hollow cell spheroid, which then undergoes de-novo symmetry breaking to irreversibly polarise. Here, we address the
symmetry-related shape changes. Prior to axis establishment, the spherical aggregates of regenerating cells show highly coordinated
mechanical oscillations on several timescales that are isotropic in space. There are transient periods of fluctuations in defined arbitrary
directions, until these undergo a clearly identified irreversible transition to directed fluctuations along the future main axis of the
regenerating hydra. Stabilised cytosolic actin structures disappear during the de-novo polarisation, while polymerised microtubules
remain. Drugs that depolymerise actin filaments accelerate the symmetry breaking process, while drug-stabilised actin filaments
prevent it. Nocodazole-depolymerised microtubules prevent symmetry breaking, but it can be rescued by the microtubule-stabilising
drug paclitaxel at concentrations where microtubular structures start to reappear. We discuss the possibility that these mechanical
fluctuations induce the orientation of the microtubules, which contribute to β -catenin nuclear translocation, to increase the organiser-
forming-potential of the cells. Our data suggest that in regenerating hydra spheroids, the biomechanical shape fluctuations are an
integral part of the cooperative polarisation of the self-organising hydra, during which microtubules play a pivotal role.

1 Introduction
The freshwater polyp hydra consists of a cell bilayer with a radi-
ally symmetric body, with one mouth opening. Hydra has aston-
ishing capabilities for regrowth of lost body parts. Dissociation
into single cells, mixing and random reaggration gives rise to a
new hydra that forms from the disorganized heap. The first step
towards regrowth from such a random cellular aggregate is the
formation of an isotropic, hollow spheroid of about 10,000 hydra
cells. These then polarise and transform into fully functional hy-
dra1, albeit smaller than the adult consisting of about 100.000
cells. Hydra is considered to be a model organism for the study
of symmetry breaking in developing tissues2,3.

Suggested mechanisms for establishment of polarity in tissues
include reaction-diffusion systems, asymmetric cell division, cell
migration, cell sorting and pre-patterning. However, these multi-
ple mechanisms cannot account for all of the known experimental
observations4.

Wnt and its associated pathways are involved in body pattern-
ing in cnidaria and bilateria. It is believed that the common an-
cestor of these clades developed a set of Wnt genes that promoted
the patterning of the ancient body axis5. In hydra spheroids de-
novo head formation occurs via activation of the canonical Wnt
pathway6–8. The role of this pathway in the set-up of the head
organiser and in maintenance of the body plan of hydra has been
investigated in great detail5,6,9–12.
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However, how and why the Wnt head-organising centre is ini-
tially established at a certain location within a regenerating hydra
spheroid is unknown. No external stimuli have been identified, as
in Drosophila13, nor have the corresponding molecular players of
suggested reaction-diffusion mechanisms, although the dickkopf
gene has been suggested to be an antagonist here5.

In the absence of superordinate structures or external polaris-
ing stimuli, symmetry breaking in tissues requires concerted ac-
tions among the cells. Intercellular nearest-neighbour commu-
nication is sufficient to generate asymmetry4,14,15. Hydra axis
establishment occurs at the moment where the gene expression
pattern of the ks1 gene (which is a marker of head-forming poten-
tial16), expressed on the surface of the spheroid, tends to scale in
shape and size17. Gamba et al. showed theoretically that nearest-
neighbour-coupled, fluctuation-driven, avalanche-like propaga-
tion precisely and quantitatively reproduces the observed gene
expression patterns in space and time, whereby the only free
parameter of the model is the probability of information loss
when transmission between neighbouring cells occurs. Moreover,
should a huge avalanche be locked to create asymmetry, the head
orientation in a weak temperature gradient (i.e., below 1◦C across
the spheroid) will depend not only on gradient direction, but also
on gradient amplitude, in excellent agreement with experimen-
tal data18. This result strongly supports the idea that informa-
tion exchange is limited to neighbouring cells that tend to follow
the stimulation from their individual environment, in conjunc-
tion with strong fluctuations in gene expression. This is opposed
to the concept of the formation of a pre-patterned and controlled,
spheroid-spanning morphogen gradient19.

Fuetterer et al. described cyclic osmotic inflation and subse-
quent breakage of regenerating hydra spheroids that showed ir-
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reversible transition from symmetric to asymmetric inflation20.
Based on the observation that the level of biochemical or me-
chanical slowdown is in quantitative agreement with the observed
delay in organiser formation, Soriano et al. suggested that this
cyclic inflation is the driving clock of the symmetry-breaking pro-
cess. They suggested a mechanically driven Turing model that
leads to asymmetry21. This idea was taken up by Mercker et al.,
who postulated a mechanobiochemical feedback loop between
tissue stretching, resistance to lateral tissue stretching, and the
behaviour of a head-defining morphogen22. However, the exact
role of the mechanical behaviour and its connection to symmetry
breaking remains unclear23.

The eukaryotic cytoskeleton is a mechanically active structure,
of great importance for cell signaling. It is a universal and evo-
lutionarily old cellular component that predates the emergence
of complex body structures24. Tubulins form polarised struc-
tures. They share a common ancestor with bacterial tubulin ho-
mologues25. The integrins were the first extracellular matrix pro-
teins. They briefly predated the appearance of the holozoa26, as
for the collagens and the emergence of metazoa27. Hydra contain
large supercellular contractile actin structures, which are known
as myonemes28. Actin fibres have been shown to be responsible
for the maintenance of polarity in hydra regeneration from tis-
sue fragments that are large enough not to undergo de-novo axis
definition29.

Mechanotransduction and the role of cytoskeletal elements in
the establishment of polarity have been detailed for other model
organisms. The cytoskeleton is involved in the polarisation pro-
cess of zebrafish Danio rerio and Drosophila30. Tissue elonga-
tion of Drosophila follicle cells requires oscillating contractions
of a basal actomyosin network31. The embryonic elongation of
Caenorhabditis elegans also involves myosin II32. Mechanotrans-
duction transmitted by the cytoskeleton can have a major role in
gastrulation33,34. Mechanical fluctuations at a subcellular level
can affect the polarisation of individual cells during develop-
ment35–37.

Here we investigated shape-symmetry breaking and the role
of the cytoskeletal components in de-novo axis establishment of
regenerating hydra spheroids.

2 Results

Shape changes in regenerating hydra spheroids - identifica-
tion of symmetry breaking

Fragments cut out of the hydra body column fold inwards until
hollow spheroids emerge, made up of a cell bilayer. Sufficiently
small fragments lose their former body axis21. For the present
study, these hollow spheroids were kept in drops of buffer that
were hanging from the lids of petri dishes.

The shapes of the regenerating small fragments were recorded
as a function of time using a microscope equipped with a digital
camera.

During the initial oscillations of the spheroids, cells were dis-
gorged at each deflation, which resulted in reductions in the di-
ameter. For all of the initial diameters studied (i.e., 0.2−0.5mm),
the body axis only emerged after the size reduction (Fig. 1

Centre). The mean diameter of the relaxed spheroid was 0.2±
0.01mm (n = 15 hydra spheroids; Supplementary Information fig-
ure S1)). The Pearson correlation coefficients revealed a linear
relationship between the time required for the size adjustment
and the magnitude of the size change (correlation coefficient:
0.96±2 ·10−8; Supplementary Information figure S2). The Spear-
man correlation coefficient revealed that the time required for the
size adjustment did not correlate with the length of the following
time interval until axis establishment (Spearman correlation co-
efficient: −0.01, significance 0.97, n = 15 hydra spheroids; Sup-
plementary Information figure S3).

From the images obtained, the volumes of the spheroids were
approximated by fitting an ellipse to the mid-plane sectional im-
age and computing the volumes of the rotational ellipsoids (Fig.
1a). Most of the regeneration patterns initially showed large os-
cillations in spheroid volume that decreased in amplitude20, to
eventually stabilise.

The angle of the major axis with respect to the image frame
enabled us to follow the time course of the spatial direction of
the hydra ellipsoids (Fig. 1b). Before symmetry breaking, on a
timescale of minutes, phases where the angle remained stable in
space alternated with phases where the angle varied rapidly (Fig.
1b, right panel). This variation was due to successive elongation
of the spheroid in different spatial directions. The slow change in
the angle, after the symmetry breaking, seen in figure 1b corre-
sponds to a slow rotation of the spheroid in the hanging drop.

We took the circularity as the ratio of the minor to major axes
of the ellipsoid, as described in figure 1c. A ratio of 1.0 corre-
sponds to a perfect sphere, while 0 to a straight line. Irreversible
axis establishment, i.e., symmetry breaking, was identified by the
irreversible transition to a stable direction of the axis in space,
accompanied by the onset of an irreversible decrease in the circu-
larity.

Application of a mechanical stimulus

To apply a mechanical stimulus during the symmetry-breaking
process, the spheroids were held in place using a micropipette
(see Fig. 2, inset). The internal suction pressure of the pipette
was maintained constant during the regeneration process. There
were no apparent changes regarding the regeneration time. The
stimulus from the pipette led to the heads emerging within an an-
nular zone around the pipette tip, i.e., at an average angle smaller
than perpendicular to the axis of the pipette (Fig. 2).

Actin structure under confocal microscopy

In adult hydra, the actin myonemes are arranged into two orthog-
onal layers, with the inner layer surrounding the hydra perpen-
dicular to the body axis, and the outer layer spanning the hydra
along the direction of the body axis (Fig. 3). After rounding up,
in the early spheroid cortical actin and cytosolic actin stress fibres
can be observed (Fig. 4). Both the actin myonemes and stress
fibres disappear within 30min in case the emerging spheroids are
sufficiently small (diameter < 450µm; figure 4). The actin my-
onemes and cytosolic structures are reestablished only after the
shape-symmetry breaking, 18h to 24h after the cutting of the hy-
dra.
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Fig. 1 Hydra regeneration. Definition of the parameters (left) and their evolution as a function of time (centre) for a typical hydra regeneration (∼ 2
days). The pictograms (top) illustrate the overall shapes of the regenerating hydra during different periods of regeneration. Left: Images of
regenerating hydra cell spheres were fitted to an ellipse. (a) Volume, as determined from the ellipsoid of rotation. (b) Angle, between the major axis
of the ellipsoid and the reference axis (image frame). (c) Circularity, the ratio of the minor to the major axis of the ellipsoid, where a value of 1.0
corresponds to a sphere, and 0 to a straight line. Centre: The three parameters, Volume (normalised, arbitrary units), Angle (degrees), and Circularity
as functions of time. The first red line indicates the end of the size-reduction period. In all studied cases shape symmetry breaking was only observed
beyond this point. The second line indicates the transition from a situation where the sphere fluctuates by elongating in different random directions, to
a situation where the axis remains irreversibly fixed for the sphere. This point defines the shape-symmetry breaking instant. The slow change in the
angle after this point is due to slow rotation of the elongated cell sphere in the hanging drop. The circularity starts to decrease almost at the same
moment as the angle stabilises, which shows that the ellipsoidal deformation becomes more and more pronounced. The third red line indicates the
moment where the hydra tentacles appear. After this point, the hydra moves actively and an ellipsoid does not fit the observed shape any more. The
values of volume, angle and circularity start to increase, or scatter, but this does not represent quantitative changes. Right: Oscillations in the volume,
angle, and circularity at a time scale of minutes to hours. A representative example of the correlations between the volume, angle and circularity
oscillations is highlighted by the red frame.
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Fig. 2 The mechanical stimulus of the micropipette suction
determines the axis orientation. The distribution of the angles of
hydra axis formation with respect to the pipette axis (‘with mechanical
stimuli’) and in the absence of aspiration (‘without stimuli’). Inset: A
hydra spheroid fixed by micropipette aspiration. The tissue was
aspirated into the pipette using 60µm diameter. We observed that the
hydra axis developed in a plane oriented 40−70◦ to the pipette as
indicated by the yellow lines.

100 µm

Fig. 3 Actin myonemes in adult hydra as observed by confocal
microscopy. The cortical actin and the actin myonemes were stained
using rhodamin-phalloidin. The orthogonal layers of the actin myonemes
can be distiguished.

Fig. 4 Loss of intracellular actin structures in transgenic live
actin-GFP hydra spheroids observed by confocal microscopy.
Representative images of the ectodermal layer taken 60min after a
fragment was cut from a hydra for regeneration. Left panel: Hydra
spheroid with an initial diameter of ≈ 500µm. The cellular actin
structures are visible as a network. This spheroid showed asymmetric
fluctuations in a fixed direction from the beginning. Right panel:
Smaller spheroid with an initial diameter of ≈ 450µm. The intracellular
structures have disappeared, but actin structures remain visible within
the cellular cortex. These spheroids underwent symmetry breaking as
described in figure 1.

Influence of cytoskeleton-directed drugs on hydra spheroid
motion
We investigated actin structure-modifying drugs for their impact
on the shape development of hydra spheroids, including phal-
loidin (actin stabiliser), Y-27632 (inhibitor of p160 ROCK and
actin contractility), and SMIFH2 (inhibitor of Formin and de-
novo stress fibre formation38,39), as well as the influence of the
microtubule-modifying drugs nocodazole (depolymerising) and
paclitaxel (stabilising). Their influence on the shape evolution of
the spheroids is shown in figures 5 (actin-modifying drugs) and
6 (microtubule-modifying drugs). Nocodazole-treated spheroids
did not develop at concentrations as low as 0.1µM nocodazole
(n = 15). However, the development was rescued by addition
of 0.1µM paclitaxel 24h later (12 out of 15 spheroids) (Fig. 7).
Microtubule staining revealed that the rescued development cor-
related with increased presence of polymerised microtubules, in-
cluding supercellular structures emerging after 24h, that is, be-
fore axis formation (Fig. 8).

In figure 1 (right panel) fluctuations of volume, angle and cir-
cularity appear correlated. The cross-correlations among these
parameters as a function of time were determined after subtrac-
tion of the underlying linear increases in the ‘sawtooth’ volume
oscillations (Supplementary Information figure S4 for details on
the subtraction). The rhythmic oscillations in the volume, from
the start until axis establishment, on a time scale of minutes cor-
related with the oscillations of the orientation of the major axis
(correlation coefficient, volume and angle: 0.9± 0.0306, n = 17
hydra spheroids). The time evolution of the angle, from the be-
ginning of the first inflation until appearance of the tentacles, cor-
related with the circularity (correlation coefficient, angle and mi-
nor/major axis ratio: 0.83±0.19, n = 17 hydra spheroids). In fig-
ure 1 (right panel,b) periods of quiescence can be distinguished
from periods where fluctuations of the angle occur. We chose a
minimum threshold amplitude to define fluctuations, and plotted
the summed probability of periods of quiescence as a function
of the duration of the periods of quiescence (see Image analy-
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Fig. 5 Normalised volume, angle and circularity of regenerating hydra spheres under treatments with actin-modifying drugs as a function
of time. Unsuccessful regenerations (in the cases of SMIFH2 and Phalloidin treatment) are indicated by (X). Control: Untreated spheroid. Y-27632
(ROCK inhibitor): Inhibition of actin contractility. The initial volume inflations showed long, downward-pointing peaks that were not present in the
control (red circles). The symmetry breaking appeared much earlier (red line), ∼ 7.5h versus ∼ 17h in control. However, the axis angle appeared more
scattered compared to the control, which indicated more pronounced fluctuations of the shape. SMIFH2 (Formin inhibitor): Inhibition of de-novo stress
fibre formation. The sudden stabilisation of the spatial orientation of the major axis remained visible (red line), however the regenerating hydra did not
elongate (the circularity did not decrease). The spheroids failed to regenerate. Phalloidin: Stabilisation of actin structures. The large volume
sawtooth oscillations seen in the control did not occur. Downward pointing peaks of the volume appeared (indicated by circles). The axis angle
remained stable in space during the entire observation time, which indicated that the initial symmetry was not lost. At the same time, the cell balls
rounded up, as can be seen from the increase in circularity. Eventually the spheres started to disintegrate.
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Fig. 6 Normalised volume, angle and circularity of regenerating hydra spheroids as a function of time and treatment with
microtubule-modifying drugs. Unsuccessful regeneration (in the case of Nocodazole treatment) is indicated by an (X). Control: Untreated
spheroid. Paclitaxel: Stabilisation of microtubule polymerisation. The red line indicates the moment where the sphere started to elongate irreversibly,
and the direction of the axis was established. Although the direction of the axis showed more pronounced fluctuations in time than the control, the
hydra regenerated successfully. Nocodazole: Inhibition of microtubule polymerisation. The axis direction and circularity during the first 24h suggest
that the symmetry of the spheroid remained broken from the beginning. After 24h, the aggregate started to shrink and then disintegrated as reflected
by the increase in volume beginning ∼ 75h.
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Fig. 7 Shape changes of a hydra spheroid treated for 24h with
0.1µM nocodazole, then exposed to 0.1µM paclitaxel. The hydra
spheroid established an axis only after about ∼ 41h (red line) counted
from paclitaxel addition, that is, 65h after spheroid formation.
Nocodazole-treated spheroids without paclitaxel treatment did not show
signs of developing asymmetry and disintegrated (Supplementary
Information figure S5)).

a

b

c

50�m

Fig. 8 Spheroids stained for microtubules. The aggregates were
fixed, stained for microtubules and observed under the confocal
microscope. (a) Control, stained after 24h after spheroid formation. (b)
Paclitaxel rescued spheroids, stained 24h after paclitaxel treatment:
there are polymerised microtubules, which appeared as supracellular
structures (arrows) that were about 50µm long; however, there was less
polymerised tubulin than in the control (a). (c) Nocodazole-treated
hydra spheroids, stained simultaneously with (b): no polymerised
microtubules were seen, except for one supracellular structure (arrow).
The images are at the same scale; scale bar in (a)
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Fig. 9 Frequency (or probability) of occurrence of a fluctuation
above the threshold as a function of the inter-fluctuation time
interval. The control was approximated by a power law of y = c · x−β

with β = 0.62±0.003. Treatment with the microtubule-stabilising drug
paclitaxel shifted the distribution to lower values. The exponents
remained comparable: β = 1.00±0.02 and 0.79±0.01, for the two
paclitaxel cases.

sis under Experimental procedures section for details). A log-log
plot reveals that paclitaxel-treated (stabilised microtubules) re-
generation had a similar tendency to a power law as the control;
however, this occurred with reduced absolute probabilities (Fig.
9). This indicates that paclitaxel increases the likelihood of shape
fluctuations, in good agreement with figure 6.

Fourier transform of the volume (Fig. 1 a, centre) revealed
1/ f scaling behaviour of the frequency spectrum, 1/ f α , where
α = 1.43± 0.21 (n = 8) for control, above frequencies of 0.01Hz
(Supplementary Information figure S5). Upon addition of noco-
dazole the amplitude was reduced by a factor of 10, but the 1/ f
scaling remained . The mean exponent in hydra treated with
nocodazole was 0.84±0.12 (n = 9 regenerations).

3 Discussion
Hydra tissue fragments tend to fold in to eventually form hollow
spheroids made of a cell bilayer. For small spheroids that un-
dergo de-novo axis formation, several transitions from a state of
elongation in arbitrary directions to a state where the fluctuations
followed a transient axis could be identified. Note that the latter
case remains symmetric, as the situation was reversible (this cor-
responds to the usual definition of symmetry in physics). The
abruptness of the last, irreversible transition to an increasingly
elongated state not only correlated with the irreversible defini-
tion of axis positioning in space, but also with the changes in vol-
ume inflation. This behaviour shows mechanical synchronisation
of the entire spheroid at the symmetry breaking instant, which
suggests supracellular cytoskeletal organisation.

Freshly formed spheroids repeatedly inflate until they rupture,
thereby losing cells. On theoretical grounds, osmotic inflation and
tissue rupture have been suggested to be the driving forces for the
resulting sawtooth oscillations in the volume40, which is in good
agreement with experimental findings. A dependence of the time
span required for regeneration on the initial size of the spheroids

was reported previously1,21,41. In the present study, the timespan
correlated with the time needed to decrease the size of a spheroid,
until a characteristic size was reached (Fig. 1). The impact of os-
mosis scales as the surface/volume (d2/d3, where d is the diame-
ter), which means that smaller spheroids inflate relatively faster,
and this could be a way to sense the size of a spheroid. How-
ever, the time required for artificial stem-cell clusters to polarise
without external cues42 also depends on the tissue size, which in-
dicates that there might well be other mechanisms involved here.

Within the inflation and rupture sawtooth oscillations, we iden-
tified fluctuations at a shorter time scale (Fig. 1, right) that
hinted at active contraction and/or controlled relaxation against
the osmotically inflating spheroid. Spectral analysis by Fourier
transform showed scale-free behaviour that followed 1/ f α scal-
ing (Supplementary Information figure S5).

The distribution of time intervals of the axis directional fluc-
tuations (Fig. 9) agree well with a power law description. So-
riano et al. observed ks1 gene mRNA expression patterns that
became scale free, that is, obeying a power law description at
the moment of symmetry breaking17. A self-organised, critical43,
nearest-neighbour-coupled, lattice-based model quantitatively re-
produced the scale-free distribution of ks1 expression patterns as
well as the axis orientation in a temperature gradient. The model
was robust to the choice of its sole free parameter, the informa-
tion exchange probability between neighboring, overcritically ex-
cited cells, fixed to about 0.9518. Critical behaviour is observed
in many complex, dissipating systems44, in particular in the bio-
logical context45.

Exact critical states are identified by power law behaviour
and infinite sensitivity to external perturbations at the same
time. However, although hydra has certain elements of a criti-
cal state, due to its finiteness and the statistically complex nature
of the cells, an exact critical state cannot be reached. Therefore,
these micropipette experiments (Fig. 2) still support the idea of
mechanosensitivity of the symmetry-breaking process. In particu-
lar the location of the emerging heads corresponds to the molec-
ular picture that we suggest below.

The slightly larger tissue fragments that formed spheroids that
remained polarised throughout the regeneration process main-
tained their initial actin organisation (Fig. 4). This is in good
agreement with29, who showed that the supercellular orientation
of actin fibres provided the direction for the body axis in larger
aggregates. However, here we considered smaller aggregates
than in29. We found that the large contractile actin structures
known as myonemes (Fig. 3) and intracellular actin structures
(Fig. 4) disappeared before symmetry breaking. Cortical actin,
however, remained even during symmetry breaking, and may still
contribute to a mechanotransduction process. Moreover, actin-
fibre-modifying drugs accelerated the symmetry breaking process
(see below).

Fibroblasts treated with the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 showed
reduced myosin light chain phosphorylation and increased two-
dimensional spreading areas, with reduced levels of stress fibres
at the cell centre. This was accompanied by increased actin con-
centration at the periphery; however, the line tension was de-
creased simultaneously46. Similar actions in hydra cells relate
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very well to the observed changes in inflation patterns. For Y-
27632-treated spheroids, symmetry breaking occurred substan-
tially earlier compared to the control (Fig. 5). In general, de-
creased actin stress fibre levels reduce integrin-mediated cell ad-
hesion. This decreased cell adhesion agrees well with the in-
creased tendency to rupture, which leads to the observed di-
minished amplitude (and increased frequency) of the sawtooth
inflation-relaxation patterns. In conjunction with the reduced
contractility of the cell periphery, the increased surface area of
Y-27632-treated spheroids matched well the overshoots during
relaxation (Fig. 5, red circle) of the spheroid volume: As the
spheroid breaks up due to osmotic inflation, there is a strong over-
shoot to low volumes that quickly disappears, which is again a
sign of increased cell surface area. The symmetry breaking event
occurs much earlier than in the control. We attribute this accel-
eration to the initial loss of polarity-defining actin structures in
excellent agreement with29.

SMIFH2 is a Formin homology 2 domain inhibitor, although
its precise mode of action remains poorly understood47. Never-
theless in in-vitro studies, SMIFH2 diminished f-actin levels dur-
ing the first hour(s) of application in different cell types. Sub-
sequently, the entire cytoskeleton is reorganised, although with
a notably different structure. Our observations in these regen-
erating hydra reflect this type of behaviour: initially there was
no osmotic inflation, as a likely consequence of the loss of f-
actin and the resulting weak cell adhesion. Oscillations were res-
cued after about 4h, which we interpret by the reappearance of
f-actin. The volume then reaches a maximum compared to the
control in terms of amplitude and time of occurrence. Again, the
symmetry-breaking event occurs much earlier than in the con-
trol, which, again, is in good agreement with the initial loss of
polarity-defining actin structures.

Phalloidin stabilises actin fibres, to prevent the reorganisation
of the actin cytoskeleton. Accordingly the sawtooth oscillations
observed here were of low amplitude (Fig. 5). A high oscillation
frequency with low amplitude from the beginning of the infla-
tion process indicates either frequent pressure release or residual
contractility. Phalloidin-treated spheroids rounded up, which in-
dicated the loss of any residual asymmetry in the shape, until they
eventually disintegrated after 2 days.

Although in the present study the spheroids showed complex,
well-defined patterns of motion, it appears that altering this pat-
tern through the use of actin-modifying drugs does not neces-
sarily prevent the axis-defining process. Treatment with actin
stress fibre removing drugs even accelerated the symmetry break-
ing in agreement with29. The actin stabilizing drug phalloidin
prevented symmetry breaking.

In traction-force rheological experiments on fibroblasts that
were unspecifically glued to opposing surfaces, neither the
microtubule-modifying drug nocodazole nor taxol had any notice-
able influences on the mechanical responses of the cells to defor-
mation48. In contrast, an actin-modifying drug resulted in large
changes. Although microtubules do not directly contribute to the
production of cytoskeletal forces, they are well known to orches-
trate cell mechanics in a biological setting, via biochemical path-
ways. In particular, depolymerisation of microtubules stimulates

cell contraction via Rho, through activation of the actin cytoskele-
ton, which results in stimulation of cell adhesion (49 and refer-
ences therein). Accordingly, we showed here that the nocodazole-
treated hydra spheroids inflated more slowly compared to the
control, and reached their maximum volumes only after as long
as 36h (i.e., compared to 6h for the control). This behaviour is
well explained by a more contractile actin cytoskeleton that yields
more slowly against the osmotic inflation pressure than in the
control. The volume of nocodazole-treated spheroids increased
more on a relative scale (Fig. 6). This can be understood in terms
of the highly contracted and therefore smaller spheroids used as
the starting point. At the same time, the increased cell adhesion
that comes with increased contraction50 prevents rupture, so that
the volume can be inflated more before rupture occurs. Nocoda-
zole prevented hydra symmetry breaking and regeneration (Fig.
6), while high doses of paclitaxel did not.

We observed that the microtubule-stabilising paclitaxel accel-
erated the rhythm of the high-frequency oscillations (Figs. 6 and
9). On the timescale of hours, paclitaxel has been shown to com-
pletely inhibit catecholamine release, thereby increasing cytoplas-
mic free Ca++ 51,52. In Hydra attenuata catecholamine inhibitors
could prevent regeneration. Dopamine is a specific catecholamine
where the inhibition induces morphogenetic anomalies in gastral
spheroids, which do not retain their natural organiser53. How-
ever, when paclitaxel was applied, no morphological anomalies
were observed in any of the surviving spheroids in the present
study, so this precise mechanism appears not to be important in
our case. However, the activity of K+ channels is determined by
cytoskeletal interactions54. Even without superordinate neuro-
logical structures, the observed high frequency oscillations on top
of the sawtooth oscillations may in principle result from inter-
dependent effects of the cytoskeleton under osmotic tension in
conjunction with cellular electrophysiology.

Paclitaxel increased the amplitudes of the sawtooth volume os-
cillations. This would require either increased adhesion within
the tissue, or more likely, reduced cell contractility. The presence
of microtubules is well known to reduce cell contraction and ad-
hesion, via integrins controlled by Rho. In the presence of pacli-
taxel, the symmetry breaking event occurred earlier (around 10
h, instead of 18 h for the control), which again is well explained
by the lower levels of actin stress fibres that comes with the sta-
bilised microtubules. Nocodazole above 0.1 µM prevented hydra
regeneration (Fig. 6); however, application of microtubule stabil-
ising paclitaxel can rescue the process (Fig. 7). The amount of
paclitaxel required to rescue nocodazole-treated spheroids corre-
lated with the increased appearance of microtubular structures
before symmetry breaking as observed under fluorescence mi-
croscopy (Fig. 8). In the absence of actin, microtubules are the
only macroscopic polar filaments. The experiments suggest that
they are functionally linked to axis establishment and symmetry
breaking.

In adult hydra, cells elongate in the direction of the micro-
tubules, while they contract in the perpendicular plane55. If the
tissue is stretched by external forces, the microtubules will tend
to orient in parallel to the stretch. This will promote further out-
growth and deformation towards a cylindrical shape during hydra
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Contraction

Elongation

Contraction

Fig. 10 Hydra cell shape and microtubules In adult hydra,
microtubule alignment follows cell elongation in the microtubular
direction 55. Top: As a cell (left) is stretched, the filaments (black straight
lines) will tend to align in the direction of the stretch (right). Bottom:
This mechanism is expected to cause bulging (left), as observed during
osmotic inflation of non-polarised hydra spheroids (right).

spheroid inflation, thereby stabilising elongated shapes. Indeed
this type of deformation is observed (Fig. 10).

The current knowledge concerning the relevant Wnt molecular
pathways and the cytoskeleton are illustrated in Fig. 11.

The canonical Wnt pathways involve nuclear translocation of
β -catenin, which in turn enables the affected group of cells to
change their fate, and to differentiate into a head organiser. Dur-
ing hydra axis-formation, increasing β -catenin nuclear transloca-
tion appears to be a natural way to slowly increase the head-
forming potential as suggested by18. In the absence of dishev-
elled, a dynein – β -catenin complex can be expected to form in
the cell cortex that can then tether the microtubules65. If the
latter extend from the cell nucleus to the cell periphery at a suffi-
ciently high concentration, the flux of β -catenin into the nucleus
can be expected to increase. A sufficient (overcritical) increase
here would enable a fraction of β -catenin to escape from degra-
dation in the cytosol before reaching the nucleous.

Note that the ideas developed above agree well with the exper-
iments where a micropipette exerted force on the spheroid. The
head indeed appears within the annulus where the tissue must be
stretched most so that cells are elongated in one direction because
of the suction.

Our hypothesis also agrees well with previous studies in differ-
ent model systems. Microtubules are involved in the polarisation
of individual cells upon varied stimuli66. Brunet et al. showed
mechanosensitive induction of nuclear translocation of β -catenin
in zebrafish30. This induction can be directly activated by me-
chanical stimuli, and it leads to mesodermal invagination with-
out prior Wnt activation. With the inhibition of microtubule poly-
merisation using nocodazole, as well as inhibition of myosin II us-
ing blebbistatin, β -catenin-dependent mesodermal invagination
is suppressed30. Microtubules are involved in the asymmetric
transport of Wnt8 mRNA during induction of the embryonic axis
in zebrafish67. Non-canonical Wnt signalling and β -catenin sig-

nalling are involved in osteogenic differentiation upon oscillatory
mechanical stimulus68. The importance of microtubules in the
establishment of embryonic polarity has also been shown in C. el-
egans69. Kwan et al. showed that in Xenopus, a sufficient mass of
polymerised microtubules is necessary for convergent extension
during embryonic development70.

4 Conclusions
Symmetry breaking in hydra spheroids of around 10,000 cells ex-
hibits coordinated mechanical fluctuations and oscillations. Here,
we have shown that these spheroids show a clear and abrupt
transition to an oblong shape, from where on the position of
the related axis remains irreversibly defined. Cytosolic actin fi-
bres disappear before axis definition, and their removal by actin-
modifying drugs accelerated the symmetry-breaking process. This
agrees well with larger tissue fragments, where the remaining
actin fibres dictate the polarity of the regenerating hydra29. We
have presented strong evidence suggesting that polymerised mi-
crotubules are required for symmetry breaking. Remaining in ex-
cellent agreement with observations in other species, we formu-
late the hypothesis that microtubules are an important direction-
defining molecular element that tends to align by mechanical
coupling. We suspect that microtuble orientation can increase
β -catenin nuclear translocation in conjunction with dynein65,
which eventually results in the differentiation of a head organiser.
This could explain why the mechanical oscillations appear as a
clock driving the process21. The mechanical connection through
the extracellular matrix is a suitable means to enable collective
dynamics and synchronisation of many cells over large distances,
and in particular to enable the cells to polarise cooperatively on
the entire spheroid. Since this process is based on fluctuations
rather than clear molecular signatures, it is difficult to apprehend.

5 Experimental procedures

Hydra strains

The wildtype strain of Hydra vulgaris and the transgenic strains
Hydra magnipapillata ks1 GFP, Hydra vulgaris 12ASAktin+GFP
Ecto- and Hydra vulgaris 12ASAktin+GFP endodermal (all kindly
provided by the Bosch group in Kiel, Germany) were used for
experiments and imaging. Unless otherwise stated, the transgenic
Hydra magnipapillata ks1-GFP were used for the experiments.

Preparation and culturing of hydra

Unless otherwise stated, all experiments with hydra were per-
formed in Volvic mineral water (Danone Waters, Deutschland
GmbH). Hydra were fed with artemia, but starved 24h prior to
experiments. To obtain tissue pieces, a doughnut-like slice was
cut from the centre of the body column. This slice was then
cut into four equal pieces, which resulted in fragments that form
spheroids of 0.18mm to 0.30mm in diameter. The technique fol-
lows the procedure described in18.

Staining

Microtubules: Hydra balls were relaxed for 1min with 2% ure-
thane in hydra medium, and fixed for 1h at room tempera-
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Fig. 11 Wnt pathways overlap with the biochemical reactions to mechanical stimulus. The dishevelled complex protects cytosolic β -catenin
from degradation by the catenin degradation complex. β -catenin, which is located in particular at the intracellular side of E-cadherin, can then be
translocated into the nucleus to activate the transcription of T-cell factor (TCF) 56. TCF induces the formation of the head organiser in hydra 7,9. In
Drosophila 57 and Zebrafish 30, β -catenin induces mesodermal invagination, which leads to gastrulation. In turn, β -catenin nuclear translocation can
induce Wnt expression 58. Wnt controls acto-myosin contraction via Rho, including ROCK-dependent protein kinase 59. The Wnt-dishevelled complex/
pathway can act locally to stabilise microtubules 60. In addition, the Wnt-dishevelled complex can reorganise the microtubule cytoskeleton via JNK
(c-Jun N terminal kinase, which is involved in cell polarisation) 61. JNK-mediated cell polarisation can also be induced via mechanical stimuli 62, thus
leading to mechanically induced cell polarisation. Wnt-controlled JNK activity mediates convergent extension during embryonic development 63,64.
Within this framework, we hypothesise that in conjunction with long, oriented microtubules, a β -catenin - dynein - microtubule complex 65 can increase
the transport of β -catenin to the nucleus.

ture with Landowsky fixative (48% ethanol, 3.6% formaldehyde,
3.8% acetic acid, in water). After three washes with phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS), they were permeabilised with 0.8% Triton
X-100 in PBS for 15min, blocked with 0.1% Triton X-100, 1% BSA
(w/v) in PBS for 20min, and incubated overnight with a mono-
clonal anti-tubulin antibody (clone 2-28-33; Sigma) at 4◦C. Sub-
sequently, these were washed three times with PBS and incubated
for 2h with the anti-mouse IgG (whole molecule)-FITC secondary
antibody (Sigma). Myonemes: Labelling of the myonemes was
performed using rhodamine/ phalloidin, following the protocol
above for the permeabilisation.

Micropipette aspiration

Micropipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries us-
ing a pipette puller (model P-97; Sutter Instruments). The glass
capillaries had an outer diameter of 1mm and an inner diameter
of 0.5mm. After pulling, the pipettes were trimmed to achieve
blunt ends with an outer diameter of 200µm. For the hydra to
tolerate the contact, the tips needed to be smoothed on the out-
side and inside of the opening, and the diameter needed to be
as small as possible. A microforge was used for smoothing. The
capillaries were connected to a homemade low-pressure system
using a syringe installed on a screw thread and a U-shaped tube,
with marks as a manometer to control the pressure.

The set-up was mounted onto a microscope (IX70; Olympus).
To account for the sensitivity of the hydra to contaminants and to
avoid evaporation, the capillary experiments were performed in

closed glass Petri dishes with a hole in the lid for the micropipette.
The hydra tissue was allowed to rest and heal for 30 min after
cutting. The capillary tip was moved into close proximity with
the hydra and held in the focus plane using a micromanipulator
(Xeno Works; Sutter Instruments). After contact, the pressure
within the pipette was quickly decreased to avoid escape. After
stabilisation, the pressure was decreased to the lowest pressure
necessary to secure the hydra in place. If necessary, adjustments
in the positioning of the hydra were made to move it back into
focus, using the micromanipulator.

Microscopy

Visualisation of the actin structures was performed using an in-
verted microscope (TI-Eclipse; Nikon), with a spinning head
(Yokogawa CSU-W1; Andor), a combiner (LU-NV; Nikon), 70
mW, and a 4-million-pixel digital camera (ORCA Flash 4.0 V2
CMOS; Hamamatsu) controlled by NIS Elements software. For
imaging actin, a 20x CFI-Plan Apo NA 0.75 objective with a
working distance of 1.0 mm was used. The excitation/ emis-
sion wavelengths were 540/565 nm. A 60x oil immersion ob-
jective (Plan Apo; NA 1.4) was used to collect the images of the
microtubules under excitation/emission wavelengths of 488/540
nm. The microscopy of the hydra spheroid regeneration patterns
was performed using a phase contrast microscope (IX70; Olym-
pus) equipped with a digital camera (G1-2000; Moravian Instru-
ments). For the regeneration pattern analysis, the microscopy
images were recorded at a frame rate of 1/s.
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Sample preparation

For regeneration, the samples were prepared in culture medium,
which was supplemented with drugs in some experiments. Drops
of 30µl that included one spheroid each were pipetted onto the
lid of a plastic petri dish (diameter, 5cm; Corning). The lids were
put on top of medium-containing dishes, which were then sealed
with parafilm to avoid evaporation. The hydra floated in the
drops hanging down from the lids. Hanging drops allowed the
fluctuations of the main axis orientation to be seen more clearly
compared to the bottom of a petri dish. This also kept the tissue
fragments in focus. Control experiments were performed using
silica-bead particles. Confocal microscopy was performed in 35-
mm diameter dishes (Ibidi µ). Imaging was performed with a PLN
10x (Olympus) objective with larger working distance, required
by the use of the petri dishes.

Image analysis

Image series were transformed into binary images, and particle
analysis was performed using the open-source FIJI Imaging soft-
ware. Area, circularity, axis length and main axis orientation were
determined. The data obtained this way were analysed and plot-
ted using Origin Pro 8.6 (Origin Lab) and MatLab R2011b (Math-
works). Confocal images were processed using FIJI.

All of the correlation functions were calculated using Origin
Pro 8.6. To analyse the correlations between volume and angle,
and others, cross-correlation was performed over the regenera-
tion from the beginning until the appearance of tentacles. Cross-
correlation provides a measure of similarity between two series
as a function of the lag of one series relative to the other. The
following function was used for the discrete functions a and b:

(a ·b)[n] =
∞

∑
n=−∞

f ∗[m]g[m+n]

where f ∗ is the complex conjugate, and n is the lag. The cor-
relations between the size changes and time until the final size
of the spheroids were performed using Pearsons correlation co-
efficients. This coefficient represents a measure of the strength
and direction of the linear relationship between two variables,
and it is defined as the covariance of the variables divided by the
product of their standard deviations. The correlations between
the size changes and the time until mechanical symmetry break-
ing were performed using Spearman correlation coefficients. This
coefficient represents a measure of the strength and direction of
the monotonic relationship between two variables. Moreover, to
analyse the fluctuating behaviour of the spheroids, the differences
between two subsequent values of the angular position were cal-
culated for all of the data points. To avoid artificially high angle
differences that can result from angles that change between ar-
eas closer to 180 degrees compared to areas closer to 0 degrees,
the mean scattering of the angle during the stable phases was
measured and used as the threshold. If the anglular differences
were within this threshold, the spheroid was considered to be sta-
ble. To further analyse these fluctuations, the period of time the
spheroids remained in either stable or unstable states were mea-
sured and plotted against the level of appearance of a period of a

given length.

Furthermore, spectral analysis of the inflation was performed
by subtracting a linear fit from each individual inflation, with
detrending of the data. Fast Fourier transform was performed
to compute the amplitude spectra. According to the Nyquist-
Shannon theorem, frequencies above 0.1 Hz were discarded.

Drugs

The drugs for the analyses depicted in figures 5 and 6 were used
at the highest viable concentrations, which were determined on
adult hydra prior to the experiments. Nocodazole (Sigma Aldrich)
was used at a working concentration of 10−6 M, and stored at
6 × 10−3 M in dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). Paclitaxel (Sigma
Aldrich) was used at a working concentration of 10−6 M, and
stored as a 10−3 M solution in DMSO. Y-27632 was used at a work-
ing concentration of 10−8M, with the stock solution at 10−3 M in
DMSO. SMIFH2 was used at a working concentration of 2.5·10−5

M, which was stored in DMSO at 10−3 M. Phalloidin was used at
a working concentration of 2 ·10−5 M.

For experiments where the action of nocodazole was probed
alongside paclitaxel, the hydra balls (200−300µm) were treated
with a combination of nocodazole (1µM, 0.1µM, 0.01M) and pa-
clitaxol (1µM, 0.1µM, 0.01µM) at different concentrations (n =

30). The minimal effective concentrations of nocodazole for in-
hibition of the regeneration was determined as 0.1µM (n = 15,
out of 15). To suppress the effects of nocodazole, the minimum
concentration of paclitaxel was determined as 0.1µM. In sepa-
rate experiments, hydra balls (n = 15) were first incubated with
nocodozole (0.1µM) for 24h, and then with paclitaxel (0.1µM) .
We observed that the time to regenerate hydra if paclitaxel res-
cued the process, was prolonged significantly (by about 40h in
nocodazole-supplemented medium), compared to untreated con-
trols. However, the hydra spheroids survived and regenerated
(n = 14, out of 15).
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